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Barack Obama & Oprah Winfrey
Office building John C. Kluczynski Federal
230 south dearborn St, suit 3900
Chicago IL 60604 USA
Harpo studio
110 N Carpenter, Chicago IL 60607 USA

Dutch lawcase against Dutch supreme court, parliament Balkenende & municipal Bloemendaal
with International Criminal Court

Oprah & Barack,
Oprah.
You received my file for my lawcase against 'Ku Klux Clan Balkenende & Co' with the International
Criminal Court in september 2007. This letter is a supplement.
Today, you receive the offical letter of receipt from ICC.
Barack.
I have no money left to send you the complete file, but you can run a security-ckeck with Oprah.
She can check my signatures. You can read my file on www.desireestokkkel.nl
Oké, here we go. We have no time to waste...Barack, you are doing fine, but you forget something.
Moments on my time-line
Startingpoint:
USA-way of thinking and EU-way of thinking are not compatible at the moment.
Path:
We have to make them complatible in order to stop civil wars.
Tools:
Every person has to build a 1-persons-toko grounded in national legal frames.
Turningpoint:
People who refuse to coöperate and slow down other peoples life, can drop death
for a while = 'You can't save them all'!
No point of return:
Persons who pretent to want to build NLF, but apair to be criminals are
segregated
End of line:
A single person who can build NLF from home & work, will survive. I move on.
Why this letter?
Because continents & politics are not compatible, people have to be come aware of their personal power.
Instead of making the government accountable for everything that goes wrong in their private life or at
work, they can start to build their individual NLF = new legal frame.
When I watch Barack on tv, I think:
'You leave out a very important message. You want people to be self-supporting, which implies that they
need legal systems that give them they opportunity to take care of their personal small business.
People need tools, need instructions on:
● What to think under certain circumstances?
● How to collect legal tools for conflict-ending?
● How to work with these tools = writing letters to the government based on laws and required
solutions for conflict-ending is easy done and effective = you build your solid position towards
they courtroom?
● How to work with or to pass lawyers / judges ?
● How to build a NLF for a community?'
Barack, I think you have to talk to the people about tools & legal construction you want to give them, to
make it possible fot them to organize their lives and get started....
Oprah, you have to add they EQ-part to these constructions from the USA-way of thinking.
One day we will meet...and we will be compatible within a week.
Good luck, to both of you
desiree
Barack, you can email me when ICC is willing to continue work on my lawcase.
I'll keep this 'top secret'.

